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Abstract
We investigate eco-evolutionary cycles in the joint dynamics of pathogen virulence and predator
population density when hosts carrying virulent infections are exposed to increased risk of preda-
tion. We introduce a new technique to find trade-off functions under which the model exhibits limit
cycles; this technique provides a constructive proof that the system is able to generate limit cycles,
and can be applied to other eco-evolutionary models as well. We also study a concrete example
to confirm that eco-evolutionary cycles occur in a significant part of the parameter space and to
briefly explore other evolutionary outcomes in the same model.
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1 Introduction
In nature, diseased animals do not die on their deathbed. Rather, they are often preferred vic-
tims of predators, who selectively prey upon the weak (Hudson et al. 1992; Murray et al. 1997;
Johnson et al. 2006; Otti et al. 2012); also more generally, diseased individuals may suffer extra
mortality from their disadvantaged position in ecological interactions. The ecological embedding of
the host is essential to understand the dynamics of infectious diseases in natural populations, and,
conversely, the presence of a disease can change the dynamics of interacting species (Anderson and
May 1986; Venturino 2001, 2002, 2007; Packer et al. 2003; Hethcote et al. 2004; Hall et al. 2005;
Hilker and Schmitz 2008; Roy and Holt 2008; Kooi et al. 2011; Gyllenberg et al. 2012; Roberts
and Heesterbeek 2013; see Hatcher et al. 2006 for a review).
Many models have addressed the evolution of pathogens assuming that infected hosts die at a
constant rate determined by the virulence of the pathogen. This assumption is however not valid
when mortality derives from ecological interactions and hence depends on the abundance of con-
specifics or of other species, such as predators (Williams and Day 2001; Donnelly et al. 2012). For
example, infected individuals who might recover (or simply live and reproduce with the infection)
in a predator-free environment may be at considerably higher risk when predators are abundant
and prefer prey weakened by the infection. Ecological feedback in the disease dynamics can alter
the evolution of pathogens fundamentally; it can reverse how the pathogen evolves in response
to changing host mortality (Choo et al. 2003), and it can facilitate the coexistence of different
pathogen strains (Andreasen and Pugliese 1995, Svennungsen and Kisdi 2009, Morozov and Best
2012). The role of ecological interactions of the host in the evolution of pathogens has been con-
spicuously neglected until very recently (Choo et al. 2003; Morozov and Adamson 2011; Hoyle et
al. 2012; Morozov and Best 2012).
In this paper, we investigate the eco-evolutionary dynamics of a pathogen when its host is sub-
ject to predation. We start with a simple host-pathogen model where the densities of susceptible
and infected hosts settle at an equilibrium, and the virulence of the pathogen evolves to an optimum
where R0, the basic reproduction number of the disease, is maximized under a trade-off between
transmission and virulence (Bremermann and Thieme 1989). We then introduce a predator that
preferentially preys upon hosts infected with virulent pathogens. Because pathogens can evolve on
the timescale of years (Fenner 1983), the evolutionary timescale of the pathogen is often similar
to the ecological timescale of the predator. We thus assume that pathogen virulence and predator
density change on the same timescale, whereas we simplify the mathematical analysis by assuming
that the infection-recovery dynamics and the population dynamics of the host are fast. We inves-
tigate the eco-evolutionary dynamics of the predator and of virulence, with particular focus on the
possibility of long-term nonequilibrium behaviour (limit cycles).
The aim of this paper is twofold. First, we introduce a technique to investigate whether the
eco-evolutionary model has the potential to generate limit cycles. In most evolutionary models, an
essential element is the choice of trade-off functions that link the evolving traits to each other (in our
model, link virulence to transmission and to the rate of predation). Rather than choosing specific
trade-off functions a priori, we ask whether there exist possible (and biologically plausible) trade-off
functions that lead to periodic dynamics. This idea is inspired by critical function analysis and re-
lated techniques (de Mazancourt and Dieckmann 2004; Bowers et al. 2005; Kisdi 2006; Geritz et al.
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2007; Kisdi and Boldin 2013), but the conditions required for cycles are somewhat more involved.
Specifically, in the first part of the paper we show that the trade-off functions can be chosen such
that the system has a supercritical Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation. The Bogdanov-Takens point
is a common point of a Hopf bifurcation line with saddle-node and homoclinic bifurcation lines
(Kuznetsov 2004, p. 324; see Table 1 for an overview of bifurcations encountered in this paper).
The existence of the Bogdanov-Takens point thus guarantees the existence of a Hopf bifurcation,
and since the Hopf bifurcation is shown to be supercritical, there must be a region in parameter
space where the model exhibits stable limit cycles of pathogen virulence and predator density.
In the second part of the paper, we follow traditional methods to analyse a concrete example
where we assume a fixed function for the transmission-virulence trade-off and link the predator’s
capture rate to virulence via a parameterised family of functions. Using the parameters of the latter
function as bifurcation parameters, we explore how the shape of the trade-off influences the joint
dynamics of predators and virulence. This analysis confirms that eco-evolutionary cycles can occur
in a significant part of the parameter space. We briefly consider also whether virulence is under
stabilizing or disruptive selection when it arrives at an equilibrium (disruptive selection leads to
evolutionary branching if virulence evolution is slower than predator dynamics; see Morozov and
Best 2012) and how an established host-pathogen system responds to a newly introduced predator.
In the Discussion, we compare our model to eco-evolutionary cycles in predator-prey systems (see
Abrams 2000b for a review).
Table 1. Overview of bifurcations encountered in this paper
Bifurcation Description Condition1
saddle-node two equilibria collide and disappear DetJ = 0
Hopf a limit cycle appears around an equilibrium TrJ = 0,DetJ > 0
supercritical a stable limit cycle appears when the equilib-
rium becomes unstable
subcritical an unstable limit cycle appears when the equi-
librium becomes stable
Bogdanov-Takens common point of a saddle-node and a Hopf
bifurcation line, a homoclinic bifurcation line
must end here
TrJ = 0,DetJ = 0
homoclinic a limit cycle collides with a saddle and disap-
pears
global bifurcation
transcritical two equilibria cross and exchange stability;
typically one equilibrium is on the boundary,
which corresponds to the absence of a species,
and the other equilibrium moves across as it
enters the positive quadrant
the diagonal element of
J corresponding to the
absent species is zero
cusp common point of two saddle-node bifurcation
lines
involves higher deriva-
tives
1 given for 2-dimensional systems and omitting non-degeneracy conditions.
J is the Jacobian matrix.
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2 The model
We consider a host-pathogen-predator system with evolving pathogens. For simplicity, we use
a single-infection SIS-model, where we assume that pathogens spread only by direct horizontal
transmission, the host population is regulated by density-dependent birth, incidence follows the
mass action law and the predator has a linear functional response. Pathogens with higher virulence
have higher transmission rates, but also impose higher predation risk on infected hosts. Mutations of
the pathogen maintain a narrow distribution of virulence such that virulence evolves proportionally
to the gradient of between-host selection (Abrams et al. 1993a; Day and Proulx 2004). These
assumptions lead to the equations
dS
dt
= rb(N)N − µS − cPS − β(α)SI + νI (1a)
dI
dt
=
[
β(α)S − (µ+ kα+ ν + (c+ f(α))P )]I (1b)
dP
dt
=
[
γ
(
cN + f(α)I
)− d]P (1c)
dα
dt
= v
[
β′(α)S − k − f ′(α)P ] (1d)
where S, I, P , and α denote respectively the density of susceptible hosts, infected hosts, predators,
and the pathogen’s virulence, and N = S + I is the total host density. All hosts give birth to
susceptible offspring at the rate rb(N), where r is the intrinsic birth rate and b is a decreasing
function with b(0) = 1 and limN→∞ b(N) < µ/r. µ, ν and c denote respectively the background
death rate of hosts, the recovery rate and the rate at which predators capture healthy hosts. β, the
transmission rate, is an increasing function of virulence. The infection increases the host’s death
rate by kα and also increases the predator’s capture rate by f(α). We introduce the factor k into
the rate of disease-induced mortality such that we can study the effect of direct mortality relative
to predation risk. k = 0 corresponds to a disease that is not lethal per se, yet weakens the host
such that it is more prone to predation. f(α) is an increasing function of virulence so that more
virulent infections make it easier for the predator to catch the host, and the disease does not affect
the appeal or nutritional value of the host. The predator cannot contract the disease. The preda-
tors convert the captured hosts into predator offspring with efficiency γ, and die at a constant rate d.
To derive equation (1d), note that a rare mutant strain with virulence αmut spreads according
to
dImut
dt
=
[
β(αmut)S −
(
µ+ kαmut + ν + (c+ f(αmut))P
)]
Imut (2)
The selection gradient is the derivative of the mutant growth rate, given by the expression in the
brackets in (2), with respect to the mutant trait value αmut, evaluated at αmut = α. This selection
gradient appears in the right hand side of (1d) multiplied with the speed constant v.
To facilitate the analysis, we make two simplifying assumptions concerning the time scales
involved in the dynamics in (1). Firstly, we assume that the host population dynamics is fast
relative to the predator dynamics and to the evolution of virulence (i.e., γ, d and v are small). This
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allows us to consider the planar system of (1c)-(1d) in isolation, assuming that S and I are at the
quasi-equilibrium values of the fast system (1a)-(1b). Secondly, we assume r → ∞. This implies
that the total population size of the host, N = S + I, instantly equilibrates to the value given
implicitly by b(N) = 0. N is therefore a given constant, which greatly simplifies the dynamics of
the fast time scale. From (1b), the host dynamics has the quasi-equilibrium
S =
µ+ kα+ ν + (c+ f(α))P
β(α)
I = N − S (3)
and it is easy to see that this quasi-equilibrium is always stable. Biologically, the assumption r →∞
means that each time a host dies, it is instantly substituted by a newborn such that the total size of
the host population is unchanged; but because newborns are susceptible, host death still affects the
ratio of healthy and diseased hosts. When assuming r → ∞, we must also assume that γcN < d
such that the predator cannot maintain its population solely on susceptible hosts; this assumption
is necessary because otherwise the instant birth of susceptible hosts would fuel unlimited growth
of the predator. Our time-scale separation assumptions are motivated by tractability, yet may be
acceptable approximations for example for insect hosts and their mammalian predators, as insects
can have very high fecundities and much shorter lifespan than small mammals. At the end of this
paper, we demonstrate by a numerical example that our simplifying time-scale assumptions are not
necessary for the eco-evolutionary cycles we find analytically below.
3 Eco-evolutionary cycles of predator density and pathogen viru-
lence
We are interested in the dynamics of the slow system (1c)-(1d) with S and I substituted from (3),
dP
dt
=
[
γ
(
cN + f(α)(N − S(P, α)))− d]P (4a)
dα
dt
= v
[
β′(α)S(P, α)− k − f ′(α)P ] (4b)
S(P, α) =
µ+ kα+ ν + (c+ f(α))P
β(α)
(4c)
where N is a constant. Notice that because S(P, α) is linear in P and 1P
dP
dt is linear in S(P, α),
there is only one nonzero equilibrium of P for any fixed value of α. The right hand sides of both
differential equations are however nonlinear in α, such that depending on the unspecified functions
β and f , the system may have multiple equilibria. Notice also that at each equilibrium, we have
∂S(P, α)
∂α
=
k + f ′(α)P
β(α)
− S(P, α)β
′(α)
β(α)
= − 1
β(α)
dα
dt
= 0 (5)
The Jacobian of (4) evaluated at an interior equilibrium is given by
J =
(
J11 J12
J21 J22
)
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with
J11 = −γf(α)(c+ f(α))P/β(α)
J12 = γ(N − S(P, α))f ′(α)P
J21 = v
[
(c+ f(α))β′(α)/β(α)− f ′(α)]
J22 = v
[
β′′(α)S(P, α)− f ′′(α)P ] (6)
where (5) was used to simplify J12 and J22.
3.1 Construction method
In order to show that the model is able to produce cycles of predator density and pathogen vir-
ulence, we show that the trade-off functions β and f can be chosen such that the equilibrium
undergoes a supercritical Hopf bifurcation, which gives rise to a stable limit cycle (see Table 1
for a brief explanation of bifurcations encountered in this paper). A brief outline of the method
is summarized as follows. First, we choose values for the evolving traits (virulence, transmission
rate, and predation rate) such that the ecological system has a biologically feasible equilibrium,
i.e., all population densities are positive. Second, we choose the slopes of the trade-offs such that
the evolutionary dynamics in (4b) has an equilibrium at the chosen trait values. Next, we need to
choose the remaining slope and the convexities of the trade-offs such that the Jacobian matrix has
a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues, which implies a Hopf bifurcation. In 2-dimensional systems
as in (4), this requires that the trace of the Jacobian is zero whereas the determinant is positive. To
ensure the latter, as a third step we choose the slopes and the convexities such that both the trace
and the determinant are zero, which (generically) corresponds to a Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation
point; and then unfold this into a positive determinant, whereby we obtain a Hopf bifurcation. The
last step is to make sure that the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical (note that if the Hopf bifurcation
is subcritical, then the system has an unstable limit cycle near the Bogdanov-Takens point and all
other orbits are attracted to equilibria). In other words, we obtain the cycles such that we place the
system at a Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation point, which is the common point of a Hopf bifurcation
line, a saddle-node bifurcation line and a homoclinic bifurcation line (Kuznetsov 2004, p. 324;
see figures 2-3 below), and then unfold this degeneracy by using the Taylor coefficients (slope and
convexity) of the trade-offs as bifurcation parameters. If the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical, then
the system exhibits a stable limit cycle inbetween the Hopf and homoclinic bifurcation lines.
In the remainder of this section, we carry out the above construction method. At the Bogdanov-
Takens bifurcation point, four equations must be satisfied simultaneously, two for the equilibrium
conditions and two for the trace and the determinant of the Jacobian to be zero: (i) 1P
dP
dt = 0; (ii)
dα
dt = 0; (iii) J11 + J22 = 0; and (iv) J11J22 − J12J21 = 0. Fix all parameter values but leave the
functions β and f as yet unspecified. Choose positive values for α, β(α) and f(α) such that equation
(i) yields a positive equilibrium value for P that satisfies N − S(P, α) > 0. [Note that ”β(α)” and
”f(α)” denote the specific values the functions assume at a given value of α; the functions themselves
are not yet specified except at this one point.] With α, β(α) and f(α) given and P obtained from
the linear equation (i), J11 evaluates to a number. From (iii) we have J22 = −J11, such that (iv)
can be written as (iv*) J12J21 = −J211. Substituting β′(α) = (k+ f ′(α))/S(P, α) from equation (ii)
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into J21 makes (iv*) a quadratic equation for f
′(α),
vγ(N − S(P, α))P
β(α)S(P, α)
f ′(α)
[
k(c+ f(α))−
(
β(α)S(P, α)− (c+ f(α))P
)
f ′(α)
]
= −J211 (7)
where the coefficient of the [f ′(α)]2 term is negative since by (4c),
(
β(α)S(P, α)− (c+ f(α))P ) =
µ + kα + ν > 0. Further, the left hand side of (7) is zero at f ′(α) = 0 and the right hand side is
negative. Taken together, these properties imply that the equation has exactly one positive and one
negative solution for f ′(α). Biologically, f and β are expected to be increasing functions of virulence,
hence choose the positive root of (7) and the corresponding positive β′(α) = (k + f ′(α))/S(P, α)
from (ii) for the first-order Taylor coefficients of f and β, respectively. With these slopes of the
trade-off functions, equations (i), (ii) and (iv*) are satisfied. Finally, choose f ′′(α) and β′′(α) such
that they satisfy (iii), i.e., let β′′(α) = 1S(P,α) [f
′′(α)P − J11/v].
If the values of β′(α), β′′(α) and f ′(α) are as specified above, then the chosen values of α, β(α)
and f(α) represent an equilibrium of (4) with two zero eigenvalues of the Jacobian. The above
construction leaves f ′′(α) as yet unspecified, but does not yet guarantee that the bifurcation is a
generic Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation and that it is associated with a supercritical Hopf bifurcation.
In Appendix A, we show that f ′′(α) can be chosen such that this last criterion is satisfied.
As shown above, the critical slopes of the trade-offs are positive, which is biologically realistic,
because both transmission and predation risk are expected to increase with virulence. The convex-
ities can be chosen with somewhat more freedom because f ′′(α) needs to satisfy only an inequality
(see Appendix A). Properties other than the first and second derivatives of the trade-off functions
at the chosen trait values are irrelevant for obtaining the limit cycle, hence the trade-off functions
can be extended in any biologically meaningful way over the whole domain of α. The Bogdanov-
Takens point therefore corresponds to a biologically plausible system, and, by continuity, also limit
cycles are obtained with plausible trade-off functions.
3.2 The mechanism driving the cycles
The key mechanism driving every cycle we find in this study is that high predator density selects
for decreasing pathogen virulence. This is possible because the predator’s capture rate towards the
infected hosts increases with the virulence of the infecting strain, which means that the pathogen
can avoid excess predation by evolving lower virulence. If the predator killed the infected hosts
independently of pathogen virulence (i.e., if f were constant), then predation would be akin to an
increase in the background mortality rate, and therefore would always select the pathogen for faster
transmission at the cost of higher virulence (Lenski and May 1994).
As the pathogen evolves low virulence due to the selective pressure from high predator density,
the predator’s capture rate decreases, which implies that predator density starts to decline. This
diminishes selection for low virulence, and therefore virulence will increase again in order to increase
the transmission rate of the pathogen. Increasing virulence increases the predator’s capture rate,
and, in turn, its density, whereby the eco-evolutionary cycle closes.
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There is, however, an alternative scenario that could also explain the cycles. Suppose, for the
sake of the argument, that high predator density selects for increasing virulence in the first place, as
it does when f is constant. Higher virulence implies a shorter lifespan of the infected and a decline
of infected hosts. Since this means fewer easy prey, predator density decreases, which diminishes
the selection pressure on the pathogen. Under our current hypothesis virulence evolves lower again;
and as the density of infected hosts increases, the predator returns to its initial high density. This
alternative scenario predicts cycles in the opposite direction (anticlockwise vs clockwise) relative
to the first mechanism.
To see which of the above alternatives drives the cycles found in this model, notice that in-
creasing predator density P while keeping α fixed changes the selection gradient on virulence in
two distinct ways: increasing P decreases the selection gradient via the negative term −f ′(α)P in
(4b) but increases the positive term β′(α)S(P, α) via increasing S(P, α) (cf. (4c)). Both effects are
linear in P and the negative effect dominates if
f ′(α) > β′(α)
c+ f(α)
β(α)
(8)
Suppose that a limit cycle goes through the points (P1, α) and (P2, α) where the above inequality
holds, and let P1 < P2. The selection gradient on virulence must then be positive at P1 but negative
at P2; hence virulence decreases when predator density is high, and the cycle operates according
to the first scenario described above.
In the remainder of this section, we show that any limit cycle born via a Hopf bifurcation must
satisfy condition (8). For a Hopf bifurcation to occur, the trace of the Jacobian must be zero
whereas the determinant must be positive. Since J11 is always negative (see (6)), J11 + J22 = 0
implies J22 > 0 and therefore J11J22 < 0. The determinant is positive if J12J21 < J11J22 < 0.
Because J12 is non-negative, J21 must be negative, which is equivalent to condition (8) evaluated
at the bifurcating equilibrium. By continuity, (8) evaluated at the α-coordinate of the equilibrium
inside the limit cycle continues to hold also in the vicinity of the bifurcation point, and since the
direction of a limit cycle cannot change, all limit cycles that form a continuous family with a Hopf
bifurcation will have the same property.
The existence of a limit cycle around an equilibrium where the opposite of (8) holds cannot be
excluded. Such a limit cycle can not undergo a Hopf bifurcation, but might be born for example
via a fold bifurcation of limit cycles. Our numerical experiments based on the following example
did however not find any such cycles.
4 An example
In this section, we analyze a concrete example where the model exhibits cycles, with Hopf, saddle-
node and homoclinic bifurcations organized by a Bogdanov-Takens point. Here we follow the
traditional approach of assuming some trade-off functions at the onset and exploring the dynamics
in terms of the parameters of the given trade-off functions. We thus assume that the transmission-
virulence trade-off is given by the fixed function
β(α) =
α
0.1 + α
(9a)
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and the predator’s excess capture rate of the infected hosts increases with virulence according to
the parameterized function
f(α) =
mα
e−lα + nα
. (9b)
As α goes to infinity, f(α) saturates to the value m/n. We keep the saturation value m/n constant
as we vary the parameters l > 0 and n > 0 to obtain various concave and sigmoidal shapes of f
(see figure 1). We shall also assume k > 0 to ensure that virulence remains bounded.
Figure 1: The shape of the function f defined in (9b). m = 0.3n such that each curve is asymptotic to 0.3.
Thick line: n = 0.2, l = 1.5; dashed line: n = 1.5, l = 0.2; dash-dotted line: n = 0.2, l = 0.2.
4.1 Predator viability and boundary equilibria
In absence of the predator, the pathogen evolves to its locally optimal virulence where its basic
reproduction number R0(α) =
β(α)N
µ+kα+ν is maximal, or, equivalently, the density of susceptible hosts,
S(0, α), is minimal (Bremermann and Thieme 1989; Dieckmann and Metz 2006; Metz et al. 2008).
The predator-free optimal virulence α∗ corresponds to the stable equilibrium of equation (4b) with
P = 0. We assume that α∗ is viable, i.e., R0(α∗) > 1. The predator, when introduced at a low
density, is able to invade the host-pathogen system at α∗ if f(α∗) is sufficiently high; and with the
function in (9b), this holds when l or n is sufficiently large, provided that the saturation value m/n
exceeds a threshold (see Appendix B for details). There are no bifurcations of boundary equilib-
ria other than the transcritical bifurcation of the predator-free equilibrium. Note that even if the
predator cannot invade the host-pathogen system from low initial density, the full system may still
have an attractor with positive predator density and virulence exceeding α∗.
4.2 Bifurcations and cycles
The main panel of figure 2 shows the bifurcation diagram of the model in (4) and (9a,b) with
respect to the parameters l and n, which control the shape of the function f (cf. figure 1). There
are two codimension-2 bifurcation points, which organize the bifurcation structure of the model:
the Bogdanov-Takens point BT and a cusp point C. Inbetween the two saddle-node bifurcation
lines SN that emanate from the cusp, the system has three equilibrium points. The phase portraits
in figure 2 show the lower two equilibria (P1, α1) and (P2, α2); the third equilibrium, (P3, α3), has
the highest coordinates on both axes and in these examples it is too far to be shown conveniently.
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(P2, α2) is always a saddle, whereas (P3, α3) is always asymptotically stable. (P1, α1) and (P2, α2)
bifurcate at the upper saddle-node line, whereas (P2, α2) and (P3, α3) bifurcate at the lower SN -
line. Outside the saddle-node lines the system has only one equilibrium, which is stable.
Figure 2: Main panel: bifurcation diagram of the example specified in (9a,b). The thick black lines are
saddle-node bifurcation lines (SN+, SN−); the thin line is a Hopf bifurcation line (H); the dashed line is a
homoclinic bifurcation line (HC). BT and C mark the Bogdanov-Takens and cusp points, respectively. In
the grey region near the origin, the predator is not viable (i.e., it cannot invade the predator-free equilibrium).
The three phase portraits below the main panel show the dynamics near the lower two equilibria (P1, α1) and
(P2, α2) (dots); the coordinates of the third equilibrium, (P3, α3), are off the scale, the orbits leaving upwards
converge to the third equilibrium. The numbers of the phase portraits correspond to the numbered areas of
the bifurcation diagram; 1, (P1, α1) is a stable equilibrium; 2, (P1, α1) is an unstable focus surrounded by a
stable limit cycle; 3, the limit cycle has disappeared via a homoclinic bifurcation. Parameters: µ = 1, ν =
10, k = 0.01, c = 0.1, γ = 0.01, d = 0.3, v = 0.1,m = 0.3n,N = 100.
In area 1 of the bifurcation diagram, (P1, α1) is asymptotically stable (either a stable node or,
as in the left phase portrait, a stable focus), such that the model has two stable equilibria separated
by a saddle. (P1, α1) loses its stability via a Hopf bifurcation at line H, and a stable limit cycle
appears in area 2 of the bifurcation diagram (this corresponds to the middle phase portrait in
figure 2). The limit cycle grows and eventually collides with the saddle, resulting in a homoclinic
structure at the bifurcation line HC. Above the homoclinic bifurcation line, i.e., in area 3 of the
bifurcation diagram, orbits are attracted to the highest equilibrium (P3, α3). (P1, α1) becomes
an unstable node that disappears through the upper saddle-node bifurcation line SN . Above the
Bogdanov-Takens point BT , the saddle-node bifurcation involves a saddle and an unstable node
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(SN+), whereas below the BT point, a saddle and a stable node bifurcate (SN−).
The system exhibits cycles of predator density and pathogen virulence inbetween the Hopf and
homoclinic bifurcation lines (in area 2 of the bifurcation diagram). Since these limit cycles are born
via a Hopf bifurcation, they are driven by high predator density selecting for decreasing virulence
(see section 3.2); accordingly, the phase portrait of the limit cycle shows clockwise movement. The
cycles disappear at high values of l and also at high values of n, because in both cases f saturates
very quickly and is therefore almost constant. With constant f , low virulence does not help the
pathogen to avoid predator-related mortality, and therefore high predator density does not select
for low virulence, so that the key mechanism driving the cycle is absent.
4.3 Direct mortality versus predation risk of infected hosts
In our model, the pathogen increases the mortality of infected hosts as compared to healthy hosts
in two ways: it causes direct mortality at rate kα, and it increases the predator’s capture rate by
f(α). We have introduced the factor k so that we can change the direct mortality rate without
changing the transmission rate and the capture rate. Increasing the direct mortality rate is ex-
pected to diminish the role of the predator in the evolution of virulence. Since the predator plays a
key role in the cycles, the cycles may disappear if direct mortality overwhelms the predator-related
mortality. Moreover, the predator may go extinct when increasing the direct mortality rate, be-
cause the density of the infected hosts decreases and the predator is viable only if there are enough
infected hosts (which are the easy prey). Figure 3a shows the bifurcation diagram for a higher
value of k, i.e., for higher direct mortality caused by the disease. As expected, the eco-evolutionary
cycles occur in a smaller region compared to figure 2, and there is a larger area where the predator
is not viable.
Figure 3: Bifurcation diagrams for (a) k = 0.5, (b) v = 0.0005, (c) v = 10. Notation and other parameters
as in figure 2. Notice the different scales on the vertical axis.
4.4 The relative speed of predator population dynamics and virulence evolution
Since the eco-evolutionary cycles of this model are caused by the interplay between how the
pathogen evolves in response to changes in predator density and how predator density responds
to changes in the predator’s virulence-dependent capture rate, it is essential for the cycles that
predator population density and pathogen virulence change on the same time scale. If either v → 0
or v →∞ such that virulence evolution is either slow or fast compared to the population dynamics
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of the predator, then the planar system in (4) is decomposed into two separate one-dimensional
systems with different time scales, which implies that cycles are no longer possible. Instead, the
faster variable attains a quasi-equilibrium that tracks the slower variable until the slower variable
also reaches its equilibrium.
The value of v does not affect the existence of equilibria of (4), and therefore does not affect the
saddle-node bifurcation lines, but it does influence the stability of the equilibria and therefore the
Hopf and homoclinic bifurcation lines (compare figure 3b,c with figure 2). As v decreases towards
zero, the Bogdanov-Takens point shifts towards the left on the saddle-node bifurcation line (figure
3b). Since the saddle-node bifurcation line is asymptotic to the vertical axis, the cyclic regime
shrinks and eventually vanishes as v → 0. Increasing v makes the Bogdanov-Takens point move
towards the cusp point. In this case, the Hopf and homoclinic bifurcation lines come closer to
each other (figure 3c) such that in the limit v → ∞, the cycles disappear because as soon as the
lowest equilibrium (P1, α1) is destabilized, the orbits are attracted to the stable equilibrium (P3, α3).
4.5 Disruptive selection and evolutionary branching of virulence
At the asymptotically stable equilibria of (4), virulence may be either under stabilizing or under
disruptive selection. Selection is disruptive if the mutant growth rate (the expression in the brackets
in (2)) has a minimum as a function of αmut, i.e., if
β′′(α)S(P, α)− f ′′(α)P > 0 (10)
holds at the attractor (Maynard Smith 1982; Abrams et al. 1993b). Disruptive selection occurs
at the lower attractor (P1, α1) in the area delimited from below by the black dashed line in figure
4 (recall that (P1, α1) loses its asymptotic stability at the Hopf bifurcation line and disappears
at the upper saddle-node line, so that these lines delimit the area of disruptive selection from
above). At the higher attractor (P3, α3), selection is disruptive in a tiny area between the lower
segment of the black dashed line and the lower saddle-node line (see the inset in figure 4 for details).
If the evolution of virulence is slow compared to all ecological dynamics, i.e., in the case of
v → 0, we arrive at an adaptive dynamic model for the evolution of virulence, where the attracting
fitness minima are evolutionary branching points of virulence (Geritz et al. 1998). Since v does not
influence the saddle-node bifurcation lines and the stabilizing vs disruptive character of selection,
figure 4 is valid also for v → 0, except that the Hopf and homoclinic bifurcation lines disappear
(see above; figure 3b). Evolutionary braching can thus occur in a wide range of parameters at the
lower attractor (P1, α1) in the example shown in figure 4.
4.6 Evolutionary response to a new predator
The question how ecosystems respond evolutionarily to the introduction of new species gains im-
portance because of concerns about invasive species (see e.g. Abrams 2000a, 2012 on modelling
evolutionary responses to new species and Strauss et al. 2006 for a review of data). In our model,
the presence of the pathogen makes the predator viable, and hence it is natural to ask what happens
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Figure 4: Stabilizing vs disruptive selection and the evolutionary response of pathogens to introducing the
predator. Grey lines: bifurcation lines from the main panel of figure 2. The black dashed line separates
areas where virulence is under stabilizing (S) versus disruptive (D) selection at the attractor(s) (listed in the
order (P1, α1), (P3, α3)). The upper inset shows this line in the vicinity of the cusp point; in this inset, the
saddle-node lines are vertically offset by −0.001 for readability. In the grey area below the grey dotted line,
the pathogen responds with evolving lower virulence when the predator is introduced into the host-pathogen
system at its predator-free equilibrium; outside this region, higher virulence evolves. The lower inset shows
this area in the vicinity of the cusp. Parameters as in figure 2.
when the predator appears anew in an established system of the host and its pathogen. The preda-
tor could be introduced also as a measure of biological control, in order to reduce the frequency of
infected hosts via selective predation of the infected.
Suppose that the predator is introduced at a low initial density into a host-pathogen system
where the pathogen has evolved to its predator-free optimal virulence α∗ (see section 4.1). Introduc-
ing a new predator is similar to the effect of increasing predator density during an eco-evolutionary
cycle. Hence if condition (8) holds at α∗, then the presence of the predator selects for lower virulence
at least initially. In figure 4, grey shading indicates the parameter region where the pathogen evolves
lower virulence after the introduction of the predator. This grey area covers parts both inside and
outside the wedge of the saddle-node lines. Outside the wedge the system with the predator has
only one equilibrium, for which α < α∗ holds in the shaded part. Inside the wedge there are three
equilibria, and the system may arrive either to the lower attractor (P1, α1) with α1 < α
∗ or to the
higher attractor (P3, α3); the latter, for a small part near the cusp point, has α3 < α
∗. These two
possibilities combine into the shaded part of figure 4 within the wedge (see the inset for finer detail).
If α∗ is the unique local maximum of R0 (as it is the case when β is as given in (9)), then the
equilibrium density of infected hosts always decreases after introducing the predator. Recall that
in absence of the predator, S(0, α) is minimized at α = α∗. In equation (4c), (µ + kα + ν)/β(α)
will thus increase when α evolves away from α∗, and the positive predator density further increases
S(P, α). Because S + I = N is constant, the equilibrium value of I must be less with the predator
than without. However, at least in the example shown in figure 4, the combined death rate due to
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the predator and to the disease increases as compared to the predator-free equilibrium (data not
shown). The predator can therefore be used as biological control to reduce the incidence of the
disease, but this is not necessarily beneficial for the host species.
4.7 Eco-evolutionary cycles without time-scale separation
Finally, we return to the full model in equations (1) and relax the assumptions that the host dy-
namics in (1a)-(1b) is fast and r → ∞. With finite r, we must specify how the birth rate of the
host depends on its population density. We assume the host population dynamics to be logistic
with b(N) = 1 − N/M , where M is the maximum number of individuals (note that M is greater
than the host ”carrying capacity”, i.e., the equilibrium size of the host population in isolation).
The full model is hard to investigate analytically. We integrated equations (1) numerically, using
the trade-off functions in (9), and gradually decreased the time scale separation while changed the
parameters to retain the cycles until we arrived at the example shown in figure 5. This example
demonstrates that eco-evolutionary cycles of predator density and pathogen virulence are possible
also without time scale separation, but the method of obtaining this example unfortunately does
not let us judge how common the cycles are when the time-scale separation assumptions are relaxed.
Exploring the full four-dimensional dynamics in a high-dimensional parameter space is beyond the
scope of this paper.
Figure 5: Eco-evolutionary cycles without time-scale separation. Lower dashed line, S(t); upper dashed
line, I(t); thick line, P (t); thin line, α(t). Notice the logarithmic vertical scale. Parameters: r = 10,M =
100, µ = 1, ν = 5, k = 0.01, c = 0.01, γ = 0.1, d = 0.3, v = 0.35,m = 0.03n, n = 0.005, l = 1.6.
5 Discussion
5.1 Evolution of virulence
We have shown that the virulence of a pathogen can exhibit evolutionary cycles when hosts in-
fected with more virulent pathogens are subject to increased predation and the pathogen evolves at
a speed comparable to predator population dynamics. Given that predators are an important cause
of mortality, can prefer infected prey (Murray et al. 1997; Johnson et al. 2006), and pathogens
evolve quickly compared to the population dynamics of many vertebrate predators (Fenner 1983),
the basic assumptions of our model appear to be biologically plausible.
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The key component of the eco-evolutionary cycle is that the pathogen evolves low virulence
as a response to high predator density. Introducing an unavoidable factor of extra host mortality
selects for an increase of pathogen virulence, because this ensures a higher transmission rate, and
the pathogen needs to infect new hosts before its current host dies (Lenski and May 1994). If
however the pathogen can avoid the extra mortality of its host by evolving lower virulence, then
this may well be an adaptive response (Williams and Day 2001; Donnelly et al. 2012). In our
model, predation is such a factor of avoidable mortality, because the predator’s capture rate to-
wards the infected depends on virulence such that the pathogen can escape predation via evolving
lower virulence. This mechanism was first described by Choo et al. (2003) for a generalist predator
with constant population density. The same mechanism drives the cycles in our model assuming
a specialist predator with variable density as follows. At high predator density virulence decreases
and easy prey disappear, so that predator density gradually decreases; when predator density is
low, then virulence increases, so that the infected become easy prey and the predator returns to
high density. In contrast, the introduction of the predator always led to higher virulence in the
model of Morozov and Adamson (2011), where even though the predator selectively killed the in-
fected hosts, the rate of predation was independent of the virulence of the infecting pathogen.
Most eco-evolutionary models assume that evolution is slow compared to population dynamics.
Cycles nevertheless occur in the population dynamics of host-pathogen-predator systems when the
predator has a Holling II functional response, and, interestingly, these cycles do not only reflect the
well-known limit cycles of the Rosenzweig-MacArtur (1963) model but can persist even if predator
density is fixed (Hall et al. 2005; Roy and Holt 2008). Morozov and Adamson (2011) investi-
gated the evolution of virulence assuming slow evolution and population cycles generated via the
Holling II functional response. In our model, however, we excluded any purely ecological cycles
by assuming a linear functional response and time-scale separation between the host (prey) and
the predator. Several types of evolutionary cycles can occur also with slow evolution (Khibnik and
Kondrashov 1997). These however require either more than one evolving traits or more than one
ecological attractors; and since in our model only virulence evolves and the ecological system has a
unique attractor for any fixed virulence, the cycles disappear when the ecological and evolutionary
dynamics are decoupled. With slow evolution, we find evolutionary branching of virulence. This
agrees with the result of Morozov and Best (2012), who found evolutionary branching in a model
similar to ours except that they assumed a sterilizing disease, logistic host population dynamics on
the same timescale as the predator, and no recovery. Our finding thus confirms that predation can
readily lead to the diversification of pathogens irrespectively of some details of the model.
We investigated the eco-evolutionary cycles assuming that evolutionary change is a speed con-
stant v times the selection gradient (cf. equation (4b)). This assumption is valid when selection
operates on a narrow distribution of standing variability (Abrams et al. 1993a; Day and Proulx
2004). An alternative approach is to assume that evolution is mutation-limited and use the canoni-
cal equation of adaptive dynamics (Dieckmann and Law 1996; Durinx et al. 2008). With mutation
rate u(α) and mutation variance σ2(α), the canonical equation in our model reads
dα
dt
=
1
2
u(α)σ2(α)(N − S(P, α))[β′(α)S(P, α)− k − f ′(α)P ] (11)
i.e., the constant speed factor v in (4b) is replaced with a dynamical variable (note that even if
u and σ2 are constants, the speed factor of the canonical equation contains the variable number
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of infected, N − S(P, α)). Replacing (4b) with the canonical equation thus leads to different dy-
namics. This however does not affect the position of the equilibria; in both (4b) and the canonical
equation, virulence is at equilibrium when the selection gradient vanishes, and therefore the saddle-
node bifurcation lines in figures 2-3 are the same under the canonical equation as for equation
(4b). The Jacobian with the canonical equation is the same as the Jacobian given in (6) but
with v = 12u(α)σ
2(α)(N − S(P, α)) evaluated at the equilibrium (P, α), which implies that the
Hopf and homoclinic bifurcation lines are different for the two different dynamics. Nevertheless,
the construction method of section 3.1 can be used also with the canonical equation to obtain a
Bogdanov-Takens point and, by implication, a Hopf bifurcation line; only the proof in Appendix A
is not directly applicable to the canonical equation so that the supercriticality of the Hopf bifurca-
tion has to be ascertained separately.
5.2 A comparison to predator-prey models
Eco-evolutionary cycles are extremely well studied in predator-prey models (see Abrams 2000b for
a review). Of particular interest here are models where, as in our case, the nonequilibrium dy-
namics depends on the interaction between population and evolutionary dynamics, such that the
cycles disappear in the limit of slow evolution. This happens, for example, when the predator’s
costly capture rate evolves in a predator-prey system with a nonlinear numerical response of the
predator (Abrams 1992), or when the prey’s vulnerability to the predator evolves under a Holling
II functional response of the predator (Abrams and Matsuda 1997a; Mougi 2012). The model of
Abrams (2003) is particularly similar to ours. This model considers the limiting resource of the prey
explicity, and assumes that prey searching for the resource more actively are also more vulnerable to
predation. Both prey and predator have linear functional responses, and although Abrams (2003)
considers also nonlinear numerical responses for the prey, his example uses a linear response. If we
think, in our model, of the susceptible hosts as ”resource” (i.e., for the pathogen) and the infected
hosts as ”prey” (which consumes the ”resource”, in our case by infecting it), then our equations
(1) bear strong similarities to equations (1a-d) of Abrams (2003). The evolving trait in Abrams’
model, the search activity of prey, is the constant of proportionality in the mass action term that
tranfers resource into prey; this is directly analogous to the transmission rate of the infection in
our model. Abrams assumes that the search activity is traded off with the background mortality
of the prey and with the capture rate of the predator. With an invertible transmission-virulence
trade-off, it is an easy exercise to rewrite our trade-off functions such that the transmission rate is
the independent variable; and with this substitution, three of the four equations of the two models
are reduced to the same form. The models differ in the dynamics of the resource vs susceptibles.
To recover also the first equation of Abrams (2003), we would need to assume no recovery, no
predation on susceptibles, a sterilizing disease, and (least realistically) that the per capita birth
rate of hosts depends on the density of only the susceptibles but not of the infected.
Comparing the Jacobian matrix of our model given in (6) with the condition for a fitness min-
imum in (10) reveals that if (10) holds at an equilibrium and the speed constant v is sufficiently
large, then the trace of the Jacobian is positive, i.e., the equilibrium of the ODE system in (4) is
not stable. This link between fitness minima and nonequilibrium dynamics has been discovered in
predator-prey systems (Abrams and Matsuda 1997b; Abrams 2003), and is particularly relevant
for the study of fast-evolving pathogens. The general conditions under which this link exists have
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however not yet been given.
The rich literature on the nonequilibrium dynamics of predator-prey models inspires a number
of questions for future research, especially concerning the dynamics and evolution of the predator.
In the present paper, we emphasised that predators are an important source of mortality for dis-
eased hosts; but conversely, diseased hosts are important resources for predators, and therefore the
dynamics of the disease shapes the dynamics and evolution of predators.
First, it is well known that when a predator-prey system settles at a limit cycle, more predators
can coexist than the number of prey species, provided that the predators have sufficiently differ-
ent nonlinearities in their functional response (Hsu et al. 1978; Armstrong and McGehee 1980;
Abrams et al. 2003; Abrams 2006). A predator with (nearly) linear functional response reacts to
the time-average of prey density, whereas a predator with a strongly nonlinear functional response
is at an advantage when prey density is low. Could predators coexist also in our model if they have
different functions linking virulence to the capture rate (f(α)), such that one reacts to the average
value of αI whereas the other is at an advantage when virulence is low?
Second, what are the consequences of increasing the predator’s mortality e.g. by harvesting?
Counterintuitively, the density of predators exploiting structured prey populations may increase
with increasing mortality (Abrams and Quince 2005), a phenomenon called the ”hydra effect” (see
Abrams 2009a for a review). In our model, the prey is structured according to being healthy or
infected. With the timescale separation assumption made in this paper, predator density decreases
with harvesting when the pathogen does not evolve; it is however unclear what happens when vir-
ulence changes and how the eco-evolutionary cycles change when the predator is harvested. If the
pathogen evolves higher virulence as a response to decreasing predator density (i.e., if (8) holds),
will this slow down the decline of the predator by providing easier prey to capture (cf. Abrams
2009b)?
Third, how should the predator evolve its ability to capture the prey? Under which conditions
should the predator invest into improving its capture rate towards healthy prey, or towards prey
infected but with low-virulence strains of the pathogen? Abrams (1986, 1997) investigated the
evolutionary responses of predators to changing prey traits and vice versa for unstructured prey;
how do the coevolutionary patterns change in the presence of a fast-evolving pathogen?
5.3 Construction of trade-offs to obtain eco-evolutionary cycles
We have demonstrated the eco-evolutionary cycles of pathogen virulence and predator density in a
concrete example with simple trade-off functions given in (9). Obtaining these cycles is however not
surprising in the light of the first part of this paper, where we show that one can actually choose
the trade-offs such that the existence of stable limit cycles is guaranteed. Although technically
more involved, this construction method is based on the same idea as critical function analysis,
a technique used to construct trade-offs that yield evolutionary branching (de Mazancourt and
Dieckmann 2004; Bowers et al. 2005; Kisdi 2006; Geritz et al. 2007). Critical function analysis can
establish or disprove that a certain ecological model is able to facilitate the evolution of diversity
via gradual divergence (see Svennungsen and Kisdi 2009; Boldin et al. 2009; Best et al. 2010;
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Morozov and Best 2012 for applications to virulence evolution and Kisdi and Boldin 2013 for a
related construction method for incidence functions). Non-equilibrium evolutionary dynamics is
another important and intriguing process driven by ecological interactions. Our paper is a first
attempt to provide a similar construction method also for nonequilibrium evolutionary dynamics.
Using a constructive method will prove by example that a given outcome (such as evolutionary
branching or evolutionary cycles) is possible in a given ecological system. Constructive methods
eliminate the ad hoc element of choosing a simple formula to specify a trade-off function, and
give conditions directly in terms of local properties such as slopes and convexities of the trade-off
functions. The resulting examples have however no predictive power; since the trade-off functions
have been constructed specifically to arrive at a given outcome, they do not inform how readily this
outcome may be expected. In the case of critical function analysis, one can give intervals of trade-
off convexities that lead to evolutionary branching (de Mazancourt and Dieckmann 2004), and the
width of this interval gives some information about how likely branching is. A similar extension
is however not straightforward for the construction method we used in this paper. The reason is
that limit cycles can undergo global bifurcations (such as the homoclinic bifurcation in figures 2-3)
or bifurcations otherwise less tractable (such as a fold bifurcation of limit cycles, Kuznetsov 2004,
p. 170). Constructing trade-offs with a supercritical Hopf bifurcation ensures that stable limit
cycles occur in the vicinity, but finding the precise set of trade-offs where the cycle persists is much
harder because the cycle disappears e.g. via a homoclinic bifurcation. The lack of predictive power
prompted us to carry out also a traditional bifurcation analysis with a specific family of trade-offs,
presented in the second part of the paper (figures 2-3). However, the mere fact that properly
chosen trade-offs lead to eco-evolutionary cycles whereas other trade-offs lead to stable equilibria
highlights that the trade-offs are essential components of the model, and cautions that specifying
the trade-off functions in an ad hoc manner introduces an unjustifiable element of accidentality.
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Appendix A
In the main text, we have shown how β′(α), β′′(α) and f ′(α) can be chosen such that given the values
of α, β(α) and f(α), the system in (4) has an equilibrium with two zero eigenvalues of the Jacobian.
What remains to be seen is that the nondegeneracy condition of the Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation
is satisfied, and moreover that the Hopf bifurcation associated with the Bogdanov-Takens point is
supercritical rather than subcritical (see Kuznetsov 2004). In terms of the coefficients a, b of the
critical normal form
x˙1 = x2
x˙2 = ax
2
1 + bx1x2, (12)
the nondegeneracy condition is ab 6= 0 and the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical if ab < 0. In this
Appendix, we show that the so far free convexity f ′′(α) can be chosen such that ab < 0 is satisfied
provided that a and b do not vanish simultaneously; and we also show that the latter condition
holds when certain special values of the third derivatives of the trade-off functions are avoided.
Let g(P, α) and h(P, α) be the right hand sides of (4a) and (4b), respectively, and let pij and
qij denote their Taylor coefficients according to
pij =
1
i!j!
∂i+jg
∂P i∂αj
(13a)
and
qij =
1
i!j!
∂i+jh
∂P i∂αj
(13b)
where the derivatives are evaluated at the bifurcation point (note that the first derivatives are the
elements of the Jacobian, i.e., p10 = J11, p01 = J12, q10 = J21 and q01 = J22). The coefficients a
and b are then given by
a =
p310
p201
p02 − p
2
10
p01
(p11 − q02) + p10(p20 − q11) + p01q20 (14a)
b = −p10
p01
(p11 + 2q02) + 2p20 + q11 (14b)
(Peng and Jiang 2011, equation (17)).
The technical calculations necessary for the following have been done using Mathematica 6.0
(Wolfram Research). Evaluating the Taylor coefficients in (13a,b) at the bifurcation point amounts
to substituting P , β′(α), β′′(α) and f ′(α) as obtained in the main text. After this substitution,
the Taylor coefficients depend on f ′′(α); moreover, q02 depends also on the third derivatives of
the trade-off functions β′′′(α) and f ′′′(α) (other Taylor coefficients do not). pij and qij are too
complicated to show here, but we shall use only the following properties:
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(i) p10, p01, p20, p11, q20 and q02 do not depend on f
′′(α);
(ii) q02 can be written as q02 = Q + ηβ
′′′(α) + θf ′′′(α), where Q, η, θ are numbers and η > 0
whereas θ < 0;
(iii) p10 = J11 < 0 (cf. (6));
(iv) p01 = J12 > 0 (cf. (6) and f
′(α) > 0);
(v) q20 = 0;
(vi) p02 can be written as p02 = C02 + κ02f
′′(α), where C02 is a number and κ02 =
(d−γcN)P
2f(α) is
positive;
(vii) q11 can be written as q11 = C11+κ11f
′′(α), where C11 is a number and κ11 = −vγ f(α)β(α) µ+kα+νγ(c+f(α))N−d
is negative.
First notice that b depends on f ′′(α) only through q11. b is therefore linear in f ′′(α) with the
nonzero coefficient κ11, and b changes sign at f
′′(α) = f ′′c where
f ′′c =
1
κ11
[
p10
p01
(p11 + 2q02)− 2p20 − C11
]
(15)
f ′′(α) can therefore be chosen such that ab < 0, provided that a does not vanish at f ′′(α) = f ′′c .
Substituting f ′′(α) = f ′′c into a as given in (14a) and using properties (v)-(vi) yields the expression
p310
p201
[
C02 +
κ02
κ11
(
p10
p01
(p11 + 2q02)− 2p20 − C11
)]
− p
2
10
p01
(p11 − q02) +
+p10
[
3p20 − p10
p01
(p11 + 2q02)
]
(16)
Next to numbers, this expression contains the third derivatives β′′′(α) and f ′′′(α) via q02. The
coefficient of q02 in (16) simplifies to
p210
p01
(
2
p210
p201
κ02
κ11
− 1
)
< 0 (17)
By (17) and property (ii) above, (16) is a linear function of the third derivatives β′′′(α) and f ′′′(α)
with nonzero coefficients. (16) therefore does not vanish except for a set of values {β′′′(α), f ′′′(α)}
of zero measure. Should (16) vanish, one can unfold this degeneracy by changing either β′′′(α) or
f ′′′(α).
This completes the proof that f ′′(α) can be chosen such that ab < 0. In practice, when the pa-
rameter values of the model are specified and the values for α, β(α) and f(α) are chosen, β′(α) and
f ′(α) evaluate to numbers whereas β′′(α) is a simple linear function of f ′′(α) (see main text). One
can choose numerical values also for β′′′(α) and f ′′′(α) such that f ′′(α) is the only non-numerical
element in a and b. The product ab can then be evaluated numerically as a function of f ′′(α), and
a value of f ′′(α) can be chosen where ab < 0.
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We note that ab is quadratic in f ′′(α) and the coefficient of the quadratic term is p10κ11
[(p10
p01
)2
κ02−
κ11
]
> 0. Hence choosing either sufficiently large or sufficiently small values of f ′′(α) will make ab
positive, and therefore will lead to a model with an unstable limit cycle between the Hopf and ho-
moclinic bifurcation lines. Such a model does not exhibit stable cycles, but does have an interesting
type of bistability. Further, by changing f ′′(α) one can also find a codimension 3 bifurcation where
ab = 0. ab is also quadratic in q02 with coefficient −2p
3
10
p201
> 0. Large values of β′′′(α) with small
(large negative) values of f ′′′(α) will therefore make ab positive for any given f ′′(α), and the same
happens for small (large negative) values of β′′′(α) with large values of f ′′′(α). With the possibility
of both stable and unstable limit cycles and a codimension 3 bifurcation, the model exhibits very
rich dynamics depending on the trade-off functions.
Appendix B
In this Appendix, we investigate the existence and stability of boundary equilibria of the model
in (4) with trade-offs as given in (9). In the predator-free system, the pathogen evolves to an
equilibrium α∗ of (4b) with P = 0. With k > 0 and any saturating β function, virulence remains
bounded and hence α∗ exists. When β(0) = 0 (as in (9a)), pathogens of too low virulence are not
viable and therefore the optimal virulence is positive. The optimal virulence is given implicitly by
β′(α∗) =
kβ(α∗)
µ+ kα∗ + ν
(18)
For α∗ to be an optimum, or equivalently to be a stable equilibrium of (4b), β′′(α∗) needs to be
negative; it is always so and α∗ is unique when the trade-off function is everywhere concave as in
(9a).
When introduced at a low density, the predator can invade the predator-free system if its initial
growth rate is positive, i.e., if
f(α∗) >
d/γ − cN
N − µ+kα∗+νβ(α∗)
(19)
Since for all α > 0, f(α) in (9b) increases with the value of parameter l and also increases with
increasing n and m proportionally (recall that m/n is kept constant), the predator is able to invade
when l or n is sufficiently large, provided that the saturation value m/n exceeds the right hand
side of inequality (19).
By the assumption γcN < d, the predator dies out in absence of the pathogen, and therefore the
predator cannot drive the pathogen extinct. It follows that there is no boundary equilibrium with
no infected hosts but positive predator density. There is also no boundary equilibrium without a
positive density of susceptibles, since in absence of susceptibles the density of infected decreases. Of
the remaining boundary equilibria, (S, I, P, α) = (N, 0, 0, α∗) is always unstable by the assumption
that α∗ is viable, and (S(0, α∗), N − S(0, α∗), 0, α∗) is unstable provided that (19) holds. This last
boundary equilibrium is the only one where a transcritical bifurcation can occur.
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